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GEORGE LATIMER 

Jeremiah Alexander had been a shy nerd in grade school, a pimply nerd in high school 

and an outstanding nerd in college. A major in philosophy and a minor in flower arrangement 

had helped him realize that nerdishness was more than skin deep and thus could not change, but 

that the money, and power and a really great sports car his inheritances had bestowed upon him 

made it possible for him to live a lavish lifestyle though a stranger in a strange land. Why then 

was he working night shifts during the Holiday season at the take-out window of Happy Harry’s 

Hamburger Heaven? Simply because his Uncle’s will specified that to inherit he must work night 

shifts on every major religious holiday observed during December. That, of course, included 

festivals for Christians, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Pagans, Zoroastrians, and Kwanzaaians.  

Had he been of virtuous mind, Jeremiah could have refused the money, the power and the 

sports car that went with his inheritance, but each time he entertained such a thought he 

reminded himself that Sophie Tucker’s  remark “ I've been rich and I've been poor; rich is better” 

applied specifically to nerds who wanted to enjoy the fleshpots of life. 

The evening was quiet: two shakes and a corny dog. Finally, a ramshackled car drove up 

to the window, the occupant demanded a 4H burger with everything and drove off leaving 

Jeremiah with a lousy tip and a small card. He was tempted to heave both the tip – he really 

didn’t need it—and the card into the trash, but then thought the better of it. He read the card 

“This is your –get- out –of –jail card. Close up and do whatever nerds do during the holidays - a 

posthumous gift from your Uncle Atea.” Jeremiah left immediately holding better thoughts of his 

Uncle. 
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KATE JENSEN 

The drizzling parking lot fogged his glasses as he unlocked his forty-dollar Huffy—a 

Walmart special. Stopping to wipe his lenses, Jeremiah accidentally glimpsed it in the windows 

of the 4H, next to the walkup menu: `48 Dodge Coupe, Aggie maroon with whitewall tires and 

all its original chrome, sliding to a skid stop.  He instantly recognized his uncle’s tongue-and-

cheek vanity plate, the one that read DO-GUDR…ironic for a philanthropist. 

Then the vision herself emerged from the driver’s seat, making her way around the 

Dodge’s massive grill towards him, fluidly tossing the ram’s head keychain into the air before 

she tucked it into her pocket. His eyes automatically flicked over her signature style: ebony hair 

in a low ponytail, topped with a checkered cabbie’s cap. Tonight, she’d added a simple leather 

jacket, skinny jeans and impossibly high heels, with a silvery blouse that shimmered under the 

green-then-gold-then-red blinking Christmas lights and neon nightmares of Center Street. As a 

dog’s sharp bark turned her head, he spotted something new: a curving dragon, inked in blue, 

just under the blade of her jaw, its tail trailing past her collarbone to places he’d only imagined. 

Desperately, Jeremiah hoped the greasy smell of the 4H would instantly dissipate from his pores. 

He tried not to stare, but she had always been the straw that stirred the liquor. “Still 

driving for the old man, Jade? You know, he switched to a hearse awhile back.” 

Her ageless almond eyes—a gift from her father, Atea’s handyman and trusted friend—

never left his.  “This night is different from all others. Or so Tante Chayatold me.”  

Jeremiah laughed, remembering his uncle’s late wife, yammering on in Yiddish as she 

tended Atea’s kitchen. “Well, if you’re looking for latkes, we’re fresh out.” 

Those eyes held a teasing smile. “Tonight, Atea had something more interesting in 

mind.” She turned, holding his gaze all the way back to the car, and opened the door. “Get in.” 
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FRAN PONTASCH 

“Okay, I just need to lock up first!” yelled Jeremiah over his shoulder as his size 13 ½ 

penny loafers flapped across the parking lot. Keys fell in his flurry to secure 4H for the night. 

“Oh, man, Oh man”, Jeremiah panted as he fumbled his keys. 

 “This is real, isn’t? Am I just dreaming this again? Did I just say that out loud?” 

Jeremiah grilled himself as he finally found the key that matched.  

After locking the door, Jeremiah latched his handyman’s keychain through his belt 

buckle, and loped with keys thumping against his uniform pants to Uncle Atea’s coupe. He loved 

that car, even if it did look like a giant saddle oxford. But he loved Jade Clemente more, and she 

was waiting for him.  

Jeremiah, in his a favorite scene rehearsed in his dreams, coolly sauntered over to Jade, 

peered down at her, swooped her into his arms, and kissed her. She welcomed his embrace and 

passionately kissed him back, while he whispered, “I love you, and I’ve always loved only you.” 

But the scene was real now, and caught in reality, despite his years of rehearsals, Jeremiah 

couldn’t remember his lines. He couldn’t follow his script. He couldn’t saunter. 

So, Jeremiah obediently got into the car and pouted under his breath “This was all part of 

a twisted prank that was dreamed up by Uncle Atea anyway.” Uncle Atea - the brilliant blender 

of truth and fiction, fact and fantasy. 

Jade despised her father’s employer, but she learned well from him. Though Jeremiah  

had not seen or heard from Jade Clemente in over 15 years, he would go anywhere with her at 

any time. And that is exactly what Jade was counting on. 
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MARK TROY 

Jade Clemente deftly loosened the top button of her blouse as she drew the seatbelt across 

her lap and shoulder. Jeremiah's palms grew sweaty as his eyes followed the dragon's tail into its 

shadowy lair. 

"Buckle up, little man," she said. "Shit's about to get real." 

Jeremiah fumbled with the strap and finally got the male end into the female end as Jade 

dropped the lever into gear and let out the clutch. The squeal of the tires masked the click of the 

seat belt. The acceleration pushed Jeremiah back into the seat. 

Jade whipped the big steering wheel hard and swung the Dodge out of the 4H parking lot 

and onto the access road. The car emitted a high pitched whine followed by a throaty roar as Jade 

shifted to a higher gear. She hit the on ramp and changed gears again. They shot out onto the 

highway directly in the path of an eighteen-wheel air horn, but Jade kept the pedal on the floor 

and the Dodge responded like a thoroughbred. Soon there was nothing but empty pavement 

behind them. Jade and the Dodge settled back with a satisfied purr. 

Jeremiah was anything but purring. "Holy crap!" he said. "Didn't you see that thing?" 

"I saw it. In the mirror. Relax. Enjoy the ride." 

"Relax? I think I'm stroking out here." 

"Some music might calm you." Jade twisted the knob on the Dodge's radio.  

A male voice backed by a guitar crooned, "The angel of death will come from the sky 

and claim up your soul when the time comes to die." 

Jeremiah said, "What is that? That's calming?" 

"It's Hank Williams. The best singer God ever made." 

"I can't stand that old-timey hillbilly crap. Get something modern." 
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"This is a nineteen forty-eight radio. It plays nineteen forty-eight music." 

"It's a nineteen forty-eight car with modern seatbelts. If the car can be updated, so can the 

music." 

"As you wish," Jade said.  She reached over and spun the dial. 

In flickering glow from the highway light standards, Jeremiah got another peek into the 

dragon's lair. The radio erupted with a clash of drums and electric guitars. 

AC/DC's lead singer screamed, "I'm on the highway to hell." 

"Better?" Jade Clemente asked. 
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RAMONA PAETZOLD 

 

 “Shit no!” Jeremiah said. “Can’t you find some R & B?” 

 “You want I should take my hands off the wheel to find you the perfect song?” Jade 

laughed.  

 Jeremiah gulped as the car sped out in front of another eighteen-wheeler, this time on a 

curve that made the tires squeal. 

 “I’ll find something; just stop driving like a maniac.” He gave the knob a Wheel-of-

Fortune spin, only to end on “Death and hell are never full, and neither are the eyes of men.” 

 “What’s that?”  Jeremiah complained. “Is this harassment in my uncle’s will?” 

 Jade, the dragon’s tail increasingly visible, laughed throatily and spun a 180, red dirt 

flying, into a massive parking lot. An overhead sign flashed: LUCIFER’S LAIR.  

“Johnny Cash,” she said. “Perfect for tonight’s little outing. You do like to party, don’t 

you, Jeremiah?” as she brushed her right breast against him. 

People in animal costumes swarmed the coupe and yanked Jeremiah from his seat. Jade 

grabbed a llama outfit from the back before extending those long legs from the car and pulling 

on her costume.  

“Welcome to the Furries!” several people yelled out to Jeremiah. “Who are you?” 

“Jeremiah Alexander. Human being,” Jeremiah indicated snidely. 

“Not here,” Jade said. “Pick an animal; we’ll find you a suit.” 

“Is this like a looney tunes convention or what? I was hoping for a little action between 

us tonight, Jade.” 

“Oh, there’ll be plenty of action. We’re not just any group of furries. We’re what you call 

furverts.” 
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“Yes,” agreed a raccoon. “The fun is just about to begin. Here that music? Marvin Gaye. 

Pure R & B. Let’s get it on—let ol’ Lucifer lead the way!” 
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SUSAN ADAMS 

The raccoon swept a paw towards a barn. Orange light glowed from open double doors, 

tall doors, at least twenty feet high. A huge figure appeared in the doors. It stood upright, but its 

legs bent like goat legs. Its horns reached to the top of the doors. Smoke or steam swirled around 

it. Then it disappeared. The crowd squealed “Lucifer!” and stampeded to the barn. 

“I don’t know about this,” Jeremiah said. He pushed his glasses up his nose. 

“What’s the matter, little man? Not your usual scene?” Jade asked. She had pulled on the 

llama suit.  

Jeremiah noticed how great her long legs looked in the tight back legs. Her round bottom 

swelled into alluring flanks. The upper llama suit spread to show her breasts. But even the 

enchanting final circle of dragon tail did not distract his eye from the weird way the costume 

changed the shape of her head and gave her enormous shiny black eyes. “Uh,” he said. He fished 

in his pocket protector for a Kleenex to wipe his fogged up glasses. “I don’t think this is the 

scene I want.” 

“Look around the parking lot,” Jade said. “Ferrari, Maserati, Bentley. Isn’t this how you 

want to spend your uncle’s money?” 

In the orange doorway Lucifer embraced a howling wolf. Jade pressed Jeremiah’s hand to 

the dragon’s tail. “Power and pleasure I promise you on my blue tattoo,” she said. 

He always thought he would follow her anywhere, but not this. No, it wasn’t his scene. 

He said, “I do not like your blue tattoo. It offers things I would not do.” 

She smiled. “Things that you would, or would not do, are changed upon the blue tattoo.” 
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MIKE DOWNEY 

Jade pulled away to run into the barn, following a number of caterwauling furries. 

Jeremiah, his hand still warm with the touch of Jade’s flesh, reluctantly followed. 

Inside, Jeremiah viewed the bacchanalian scene playing out before him with a 

combination of trepidation and anticipation. He yearned to join in with the festivities as he 

watched Jade doing some sort of weird dance with a goggle-wearing yellow man-sized hamster 

and a tie-dyed moose on its hind legs. 

“Jeremiah! Jeremiah!” Jade was yelling over a thunderous techno rendition of the 

Mizarian Porcupine Opera and waving her front llama legs. “Get on a costume and get with it!” 

As more and more furry creatures joined in the dancing, Jeremiah bolted to the racks and 

racks of furry outfits to his right crowded with other potential celebrants like himself and began 

pawing through the various foxes, tigers, skunks, coyotes, and bears of various ilk. He had 

wrested a particularly-appropriate flowery otter costume from a grinning purple-clad teenager 

when he glanced at his watch. The date was now the 8th, the 8th of December. He had work to do. 

Tossing the otter outfit to the teen, Jeremiah forced his way through the now-crowded 

dance floor to Jade – Jade, who was his ride – and grabbed onto the back of  her llama suit. 

Despite her complaints and flailing around, he was able to get her back to the car. 

Looking into her angry eyes, he said only “It’s Bodhi Day. I need a PeePal tree.” 
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FIDEL FERNANDEZ 

Hoisting Jade and her alluring dragon into the passenger seat, Alexander walked to the 

hood and opened it, revealing a bulging 572 cubic inch Hemi with twin peaks of 2 four-barrel 

Hollies crowning the motor.  It was no wonder Jade had not been worried about being overtaken 

by the 18-wheelers earlier. 

Alex pushed the start button and the engine roared alive.  He pushed the shifter to drive 

and the car launched like a missile.  He found the nursery he had spotted from the road and 

hastened Jade to the sole PeePal tree growing at the entrance.  [Buddhist legend had it that since 

the PeePal and Var trees had first intertwined their roots, the twin trees were called the marrying 

trees.  Countless couples had become engaged under such trees for the past 1418 years since 

Siddhartha Gautama had emerged as the Buddha after becoming enlightened following a week-

long meditative fast under a PeePal tree in 596 BC.] 

His courage, bolstered by the smell of high octane exhaust fumes, the thoughts of slowly 

exploring the dragon’s lair, and the shape of Jade’s curves, checking his breath first, Alexander 

hugged and pulled Jade to him and looked deeply into her face, which was illuminated by the 

soft light of the full moon. 

 “Jade Clemente,” Alexander said in a soothing voice,” I promise to make you the 

happiest woman alive if you will do me the honor of becoming my wife.” 

Jade’s mouth curved into a wide smile and she leaped into Alexander’s arms and 

wrapped her legs and arms around him and whispered, “Yes, provided we can have a private 

wedding on Christmas Eve at Furries, and have a wonderful and Furry Christmas?   Oh, and I 

have the perfect gift for you.” 
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JOANNE BERGMAN 

 Surprised by the sudden reversal in the balance of sexual power, Jeremiah perceived that 

he now had the upper hand. The lovely Jade was warmly receptive to his advances, and she’d not 

only accepted his proposal of marriage, she wanted it soon. It all seemed too easy; for nerds 

seldom found themselves enclosed in such a writhing web of gorgeous arms and legs. 

 Apprehension seeped into his soul, and powerful instincts told him he’d find sulphur-

saturated strings attached, but he suppressed those warnings as he nuzzled her tattoo all the way 

to its extremity. 

His mind wandered in another direction. “Great,” he thought, “my pact with Gramps 

demands that I observe Christmas by working, and a Christmas Eve wedding won’t really 

interfere with that. I’m clear with Greek Orthodox until Theophany on January 6th 2015, and it 

sure seems like the Furries are pagan. I’ll work the catering with them for our wedding reception, 

which will necessarily be Hanukkah-themed. Islam and Buddhism are quiet, not to say dormant, 

in December. We’ll just have to postpone the honeymoon to observe Zoroaster’s birthday on 

December 26th, doubling that up with the first day of Kwanzaa.”  

Uncle Atea’s tit-for-tat approach to gift giving had become part of Jeremiah’s character, 

so when she mentioned the “perfect gift” she had for him, he thought not about what her gift may 

be or how it would further glorify his life, but what he would choose for her to commemorate 

their wedding day. He assumed she already owned a wealth of jadeware, and lord knew she 

already had an automobile of which most of us can only dream. Diamond earrings? Too clichéd. 

Perhaps an NFL team? No. No one buys those anymore. Perhaps, he thought, her gift for him 

would hold a clue to his shopping dilemma. 

“Darling,” he began, “what is this ‘perfect gift’ you have for me?  
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GREG SPARKS 

“Not now. First things first.” She kissed him hard. For a moment, he forgot where they 

were and surrendered to the passion. He could feel her breasts rubbing against him, exciting him. 

The oncoming car blew its horn. Pushing her slightly away, he jerked the steering wheel 

back into his lane, barely avoiding the car. He noticed the family wide-eyed and in shock. 

We could have killed them. Dang, what this woman does to me? 

He pulled over to the side of the road to catch his breath. Getting out of the vehicle, he 

bent over taking in huge gasps of air. Jade removed her costume.  Her unsympathetic attitude 

bothered him. 

“We could have died, Jade,” he yelled in between deep breathes. 

“Life in the fast lane, baby.” She got behind the wheel and started the powerful engine. 

“Are you about ready to continue with this night? Are or you going to whine?” Each time 

Jeremiah tried speaking she revved the engine. He could not be heard. She smiled. 

Why does she have this attraction over me? 

Returning to the vehicle, he buckled in and went silent. Some say their life flashed before 

their eyes in a near death experience, but with him it was not true. He saw the money and power 

gone forever. 

Jade turned back on the radio, this time with some Merle. 

Twenty minutes passed without a word between the lovers. 

Looking out the window, he finally remarked, “So, what is this gift you have for me?” 
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GEORGE LATIMER 

“Baby,” her tone was impatient. Whether that tone originated in lust or some other 

delectable sin, he could not tell. “I’ve already told you First things First. And our gift exchange is 

not first.” 

What was first he wasn’t so sure of so he said “I saw a nursery back there. Let me buy 

you a Var tree as a token of my affection and my hopes for later in the evening.” 

“It’s late. Why would a nursery be open now?”  

“For the holidays. I can remember where it is so let me drive.” 

He quickly found the nursery. But the florist did not have Var trees and the one PeePal 

looked like a Charlie Brown undecorated Christmas tree. The nurseryman who strangely 

resembled his Uncle’s handyman explained “After all, this is a season of concentrated, 

consensual concupiscence   Jeremiah didn’t like the tree so he went back to the car empty handed 

and unfortunately unenlightened. When he got in, Jade again enclosed him with a writhing web 

of gorgeous arms and legs and a completely exposed dragon.  He had to open the door, step out 

not just to catch his breath, but to wipe his brow. When closing the door, his-get- out-of jail-card 

fell out of his pocket.  As he looked at it, he remembered asking his Uncle what his name stood 

for. His Uncle - a pedant in his own right - explained “In Spanish ‘Atea’ means “godless,” but in 

the Marquesan language (close to Hawaiian) “giver of light.” He turned the card over. Writing 

had appeared where none had been before. “A get-out –of-jail card only works once. Have a 

Happy Set of Holidays.”  

Jeremiah Alexander, now nerd extraordinaire, opened the car door. History records 

nothing else. There is no evidence he ever returned either to Happy Harry’s or to the Furries.  

 


